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	Textbook Finance: Leading Financial Professors From the World's Top Business Schools on the Fundamentals All Business Professionals Should Know About Finance, 9781587621161 (1587621169), Aspatore Books, 2003
Inside the Minds: Textbook Finance is the most  authoritative book ever written on the essentials of finance for the  business professional. Featuring Chairmen of Finance Departments from  some of the nation's leading Business Schools, these pages brim with  insights from those at the height of their profession, who have each  contributed chapters akin to objective, experience-related, white  papers or essays on the core issues of finance, to make for an  overarching as well as in-depth presentation of the fundamentals-the  unspoken rules and the important issues for the future. From the  history of financial matters to the key concepts that help to govern  the ways in which business operates, this book pulls readers through  all things financial from beginning to end. The different niches  represented and the varied perspectives presented, enable readers to  really get inside the great academic minds of finance as they go back  to basics in a must-read for the business professional.     

       This book is written by:
Deborah J. Lucas, Donald C. Clark Household International Chair of Finance, Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University – Lessons From Market Efficiency    

Anjan Thakor, Chairman, Finance Department, University of Michigan Business School – Portfolio Performance Basics: Still Vital After All These Years    

Maclyn L. Clouse, Director & Professor, Reiman School of Finance, University of Denver – Practical Approaches to Finance in Business and Education    

Laurence Booth, CIT Chair in Structured Finance, J.L. Rotman School of Business, University of Toronto – Understanding the Implications of Market Efficiency    

Kenneth Lehn, Samuel A. McCullough Professor of Finance, Katz School of Business, University of Pittsburgh – Valuation: The Essence of Finance    

Allan E. Young, Professor of Finance, Syracuse University School of Management & Editor in Chief, The Journal of Entrepreneurial Finance & Business Ventures – Current Issues and Concerns in Finance    

John C. Edmunds, Chairman, Finance Faculty, Arthur D. Little School of Management, Babson College – The Standard Model of Finance       
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Beginning OS X Lion Apps Development (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Mac OS X offers an amazing development environment for scores of technologies. It seems that
	developers from numerous camps are migrating to Mac en masse. Scan the room at any Ruby or
	Rails conference, for example, and you’ll see programmers coding on Macs almost exclusively. As
	developers move to Mac, almost inevitably they...


		

IP Storage Networking: Straight to the CoreAddison Wesley, 2003
"For those considering network storage consolidation, Straight to the Core walks the reader through both the how and why of IP and Ethernet's flexibility."	Larry Boucher, CEO Alacritech

"A forward-looking work with excellent technical content. Orenstein knows his stuff. ...enough technical meat to satisfy the engineers and...


		

George Eliot: Interdisciplinary Essays (Bicentennial Collection)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This collection brings together new articles by leading scholars who reappraise George Eliot in her bicentenary year as an interdisciplinary thinker and writer for our times. Here, researchers, students, teachers and the general public gain access to new perspectives on Eliot’s vast interests and knowledge, informed by the...






	

Communication Skills For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2013

	The key to perfecting your communication strategy


	Great communication skills can make all the difference in your personal and professional life, and expert author Elizabeth Kuhnke shares with you her top tips for successful communication in any situation.


	Packed with advice on active listening, building rapport...


		

CMS Made Simple Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The CMS Made Simple Development Cookbook gets you started building feature-rich sites quickly, regardless of your experience level. It contains clear recipes that introduce the key concepts behind each approach to extending the CMS, while also providing examples of solutions to real-world problems.


	CMS Made Simple has great...


		

Adobe Flash CS3 Professional Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2007
This project-based guide from Adobe will teach readers all they need to know to create engaging interactive content with Flash CS3. Using step-by-step instructions with projects that build on the knowledge learned in each lesson, readers will learn the key elements of the Flash interface, including panels, timelines, and frames. From there, readers...
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